I am amazed with what resources are becoming available by creative sharing people to possibly help with our classes.

These are a couple of U Tube or other videos on some sewing basics. Are any of us that creative that we could make them and share with each other in our group? These are great, and can be played over and over again, and are larger than our own close up samples. They second one is very youth oriented and could be more entertaining to our students, while giving correct information about the shank.

Button

http://www.videojug.com/film/how-to-sew-on-a-button
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrSs_DiJ-2A

Hem

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdKe9crSHac

http://searchwarp.com/swa31749.htm

Enjoy,

Janet Woodward
Bingham